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ABSTRACT. A closed cover version of Hazewinkel and van de Vel's theorem

on the existence of -y-almost fixed points for set-valued functions and for real

Hausdorff topological vector spaces is proved. Generalizations of well-known

fixed point theorems of the Schauder-Tychonoff type are presented.

1. Introduction. In [HV] Hazewinkel and van de Vel proved the following

7-almost fixed point theorem, conjectured by de Groot for Euclidean spaces (see

Chapter IV in [W]):

THEOREM l.l (THEOREM 9.7 IN [HV]). Let 7 be a finite convex open cover

of a locally convex space E and let f : E —» E be a continuous function. Then there

isV G~t such that V H f(V) ¿ 0.

This theorem is closely related with the following, more than a half of a century

existing,

PROBLEM 1.2 (Schauder's conjecture, Problem 54 in The Scottish Book, see

[Gr]). Every continuous function, from a nonempty compact and convex set in a

topological vector space into itself, has a fixed point.

During the last twenty years this old conjecture was intensively examined by

many mathematicians (see references in [H3 and H4]). For sets in normed spaces

it has been proved by Schauder [S] and for sets in locally convex spaces by Tychonoff

[T]. Generalizations to upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) functions defined on convex

subsets of locally convex spaces were made by many authors, e.g. Browder [B], Fan

[F], Glicksberg [G], Himmelberg [H], Reich [Rl]. In his paper, Matusov [M] gave

a solution of Schauder's conjecture, but his proof was incorrect. Zima [Z] extended

the fixed point theorem of Schauder to paranormed spaces (not necessarily locally

convex). Afterwards, Rzepecki [R] and Hadzic [Hl, H2] obtained more general

theorems.

In this paper we generalize Hazewinkel and van de Vel's theorem to u.s.c. func-

tions defined on almost convex subsets of real Hausdorff topological vector spaces.

As an application of this generalization we extend some theorems of Hadzic [H2],

Himmelberg [H], Idzik [II, 12], Rzepecki [R] and Sehgal and Morrison [SM] (in

the paper [12] we consider the case of single-valued functions). Unfortunately we

do not solve Schauder's conjecture in general.

For other aspects of almost fixed point theory see [R2 and V].
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2. Preliminaries. Throughout this paper E denotes a real Hausdorff topo-

logical vector space. For a topological space X let 2X denote the space of closed

subsets of X endowed with the exponential topology. Let X and Y be topological

spaces.

By a function <p : X —► 2Y we always understand that for each x G X, <pix)

is a nonempty set. If A C X, then <piA) — (J{^(x)|x G A} and if B C Y,

<p~1iB) = {x G X\<p(x) ílB/0}. A function <p : X — 2y is u.s.c. iff for each

closed set B C Y ¡p~1(B) is a closed subset of X. The function <p is point convex

(point compact) iff for each x G X, <pix) is convex (compact) subset of Y. A graph

of ip is a set T^ = {(z, y)\y G fix)} C X x Y. The cardinality of a set / is denoted

by |/|.
We need two lemmas and two definitions.

LEMMA 2.1 (SEE E.G. [II, LEMMA 4]). Let X be a topological space, Y a

compact regular space and <p : X —* 2Y. Then <p is u.s.c. iff the graph T^, of ¡p is

closed in X xY.    D

Lemma 2.2 (see [L, Theorem 12]). Let 7 = {V¿|¿ g 1} be a finite (|/| <
No) family of nonempty compact, convexoid subsets of E,V = \J{Vi\i G 1} (7 is

a convexoid cover ofV) and N be a nerve complex of the cover 7. Then H(V) =

HiN), where H is the Cech homology functor defined on the category of compact

Hausdorff spaces.    D

DEFINITION 2.3 (SEE [HV AND 12]). Let X be a subset of E, <p : X -» 2X

be a function and a family 7 = {V¿|V¿ C E,i G 1} cover the set <fiX), i.e. ¡piX) C

U{V¿|¿ € /}.  We say that <p has 7-almost fixed point if there is V G 7 such that

vn<pivnx)¿0.
DEFINITION 2.4 (SEE [H]). A subset A C E is almost convex if for any

neighborhood V of 0 € E, and for any finite set {wi,... ,wn} C A there exists

a finite set {zi,..., zn} C A such that for each i G {1,..., n}, zí — Wi G V and

co{zi,...,2n} C A.

PROPOSITION 2.5. If A c E is an almost convex set, then A is the dense

subset of co A.    D

COROLLARY 2.6.   The closure of an almost convex set is a convex set.    D

3. A generalization of Hazewinkel and van de Vel's Theorem. The

theorem below generalizes Theorem 1.2 in [12] (which in turn is an extension of

Theorem 9.7 in [HV]) to u.s.c. functions.

THEOREM 3.1. Let D, C be nonempty almost convex sets in E and C a dense

subset of D. Let <p : D —> 2D be an u.s.c. function such that <p(x) is convex for all

x gC. If^i— {Vi\i G 1} is a finite family covering <p(D) and V¿ is a convex, closed

subset of D U G I), then <p has ^-almost fixed point.

PROOF. Let us define a = {L C I\ flWK Si}/0} and ß = {J\J G a and
for k G I, J H {Vi\i G J U {k}} = 0}. We have ß C a. For every J G ß we

choose p°j G Ç){Vi\i G J} C D. Of course for Ji, J2 G ß and Ji ^ J2 we have

Pji 7e P°2 ■ F°r a neighbourhood V of 0 € E, by our assumption, there are points

{pVj\J G ß} C C such that p°j - pv G V for J G ß and co{pv\J G ß} C C. Let
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us consider an injection hr (r = 0 or V) from \ß\ — 1 dimensional symplex S with

vertices {pL\L G ß} to co{prL\L G ß} defined by hTipL) = pTL and then linearly.

The function hr is continuous. For L G ex, let s¿ denote the barycenter of the set

{pJ\J G ß,L C J}, i.e. sL = 1/\{J\J G ß,L C J}\T,j€0,lcjPJ- 0bserve that
sl = pL for L G ß. For each i G I, L G ß and i G L there exist k G I (fc = ¡L|) and

L\ G a ij = 1,...,k) such that L\ = {i}, L\ = L and Lj_x C L)-, \L)\ - \L)_X\ = 1

(j = 2,..., k). There may exist many such sequences s(¿, L) = {L\,..., L\} joining

{i} and L in this way. Let

St = \J{co{sL{,..., sL,k }\sii,L) = {L\,.. .,L\},LG ß} = co{PJ\i G J G ß}.

We have /i°(5,) C V,. Let us define a function ipv : S —> 2s as follows: For x G S,

hvix) G C and <p{hv{x)) = \J{Vx\i G 1$}, where

It = {ÍGl\V*:=Vln<pihvix))¿0}.

Now, let us define

av = {l c iv\f]{vx\i g L} ̂  0}

and

ßv = [j[J G ofy and for k G I\J, f]{Vx\i GJU {k}} = 0} .

We have ßv C Qy, aÇ. C a and for Lx G ßy there exists L G ß such that Lx C L.

Similarly we can choose px G f]{Vtx\i G J} for J G ßv. Observe that the nerve

complex of the cover {Vx\i G Iv} of (pihvix)) is the same as that of the nerve

complex of the cover {co{px\J G ßv} n Vx\i G Iv} of co{px\J G ßv}, and it is

acyclic by Lemma 2.2. For each x G S and i G Iy we can also define

Sf = \J{co{sL,i,... ,sLi}\sii,L) = {L\,... ,L\},Lx G ßv,L\ = {i},

L\ = Lx and L)_x c L% \L)\ - \L]_X\ = 1, j = 2,..., k}.

The set Sx is acyclic (it is contractible to s^y),Sx C S¿ and for ii G Iv H —

l,...,n) the set

5? n• • • nsxn = (J{co{SL>i,...,sL,}|i = {¿1,...,¿„},•(«,L) = {L\,...,LU,

LxGßv, L\ - i, Vk = L1 and L)_x c £*,

IL'l-ü.-.^l.^V..,*},

if nonempty, is also acyclic (it is contractible to sL< ). From the last formula it

follows that the cover {Sf\i € Iv} is convexoid and its nerve complex is the same

as the nerve complex of the cover {Vx\i G Iv} and thus acyclic. We put Vv(z) =

\J{SX\i G Iy}. By Lemma 2.2, t/»v(x) is acyclic for x G S.

Because hv is continuous and <p is u.s.c, then for xn —> xq, Ivn C Iv° and ßv"

is a refinement of ßv° for n > n0 and some no- Thus for n > no, i G lv" implies

SXn C Sx° and, consequently, Vv(zn) C ^v(^o)- By Lemma 2.1 it follows that ipv

is u.s.c.

From the Eilenberg-Montgomery fixed point theorem [EM] there exists xy G

tpvixy). Let xv G Sxv for some i G lvv. We have h°(Sfv) C A°(5<) C V¿

and V< n yj(/iv(iv)) ^ &■   Let 5 = {V\V is a neighbourhood of 0 € £} and
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let x be a cluster point of a subnet {xy>}y>€g> of the net {xy}v€S- Because /

is finite we can choose i G I and assume that xy G S*v', h°iS*v') C V¿, and

Vi n<pihv'ixV')) t¿ 0 for V C Vo and some Vo G 6'. Let us observe that hv'ixv>)

tends to h°ix) G /i°(5¿) C V¿ and by u.s.c. of <p the set {y\Vi n <piy) ̂  0} is closed.

Thus Vi n <pih°ix)) £ 0 and because h°ix) G Vi we have V¿ f~l <p(Vi) # 0.    □

Theorem 3.1 is no longer true when convex sets of the cover 7 are not contained

in D. We give

EXAMPLE 3.2. In the space E — R3, let us consider p0 = (0,0,1), pi = (-1,0,0),

P2 = (0, -1,0), pa = (1,0,0), p4 = (0,1,0), q4n = (-l/(4n + 1),0,1 - l/(4n + 1)),

q4n+i = (0, -l/(4n + 2), 1 - l/(4n + 2)), q4n+2 = (l/(4n + 3),0,1 - I/(An + 3)),
<?4n+3 = (0, l/(4n + 4), 1 - l/(4n -I- 4)) (n G N) and the sets F = intco{pi|z =

0,1,2,3,4}, G = {r9m-r-(l-r)<7m+1|0 < r < Í,m6 N}. If x = (xi,x2,x3) G FuG,
then there is only one fix) = (2/1,2/2,2/3) € G with 2/3 = £3 and the function

/ : F U G —► G is well defined. Let us define also g : G —> G by </(gm) = qm+2

im G N) and then linearly on successive segments.

For D = C = FUG, 7 = {Fiji = 1,2,3,4}, where Vi = co{pi,pi+i,po},
i — 1,2,3,4 (p5 = pi) and the function ip : D —> 2D defined by <p(x) = {(/(/(x))} if

x G D; Theorem 3.1 is not valid.

4. Fixed point theorems. Now we give a few generalizations of fixed point

theorems of Schauder-Tychonoff type.

DEFINITION 4.1 (CF. DEFINITION 2.2 IN [12]). A set B C E is convexly

totally bounded (c.t.b. for short), if for every neighbourhood V of 0 G E there exist

a finite subset {xi\i G 1} C B and a finite family of convex sets {Ci\i G 1} such

that Ci CV for each /' G I and B c |J{^ + Ci\i € /}.

PROPOSITION 4.2. Every compact set in a locally convex space is a c.t.b.

set.    D

THEOREM 4.3. Let D,C be nonempty almost convex sets in E and C a dense

subset of D. Let <p : D —> 2D be an u.s.c. function such that <p(x) is convex for all

xgC. If <piD) is a compact c.t.b. subset of D, then there exists x G D such that

x G <pix).

PROOF. The closure of T^, in E x E defines a new function Jp : D —* 2D which

is u.s.c. by Lemma 2.1. Without loss of generality we may assume that the family

¿S = {V|V is a neighbourhood of 0 € E} consist of closed symmetric and circled

sets. For every V G 6, by Theorem 3.1 there exists a convex subset S C V and

x G <p(D) such that for S' = (x + S) n D we have S' D <p~iS') ¿ 0. It means that

there exist xy,yv € D such that xy G fiyv) and xy — yy GV + V. Because <piD)

is compact, we can choose a subnet of {xy}y^g with a cluster point Xo G D. But

ïp is u.s.c. thus Xo € £5(zo) = fi^o)-    n

By Proposition 4.2, Theorem 4.3 generalizes Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 in [H].

Let 6 be the fundamental system of neighbourhoods of 0 in E. We recall that a

set K C E is locally convex if for every x G K and every V G 6 there exists U GO,

such that co((x + U) n K) C x + V. We say that K c E is of Z type (see [H3]) if

for every V G 6 there exists U G 6 such that co(t/ n (Ä" - K)) C V.

PROPOSITION 4.4. In a locally convex space E every subset K C E is of Z

type and is a locally convex set.    D
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PROPOSITION 4.5. If K C E is a compact set and K is locally convex or K is

of Z type, then it is c.t.b.

PROOF. The first part of Proposition 4.5 is obvious. If K is of Z type, then

for every V G S there exists U G 6 such that co(f/ n (if — K)) C V. Because K

is compact, then there exists {xi,... ,x„} C K such that K c U¿=i nix* + ^0-

Furthermore

xt + co(t/ n (if - Xi)) D Xi + U. O{K - Xi) — (xi + U) O K for i — 1,..,, n.

Thus {xí + co(f/ n (if - Xi))\i = 1,...,n} is the cover of K.    D

In view of Proposition 4.5, Theorem 1 in [R], Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 in [H2]

and Theorem 8 in [H3] follow from our Theorem 4.3.

The theorem below is Sehgal and Morrison's version of Theorem 4.3 (cf. [SM]).

THEOREM 4.6. Let D, C be nonempty almost convex sets in E,C a dense subset

of D, and let K be a compact subset of D. Moreover let H be a topological space

and tp : D —» 2H and ip : K —► 2H be two u.s.c. functions. We shall assume that

either H is regular or H is Hausdorff and t/> is point compact. We shall assume

also that

(i) <pix) DK¿0forxGD,

(ii) tp~1i>pix)) is convex for xGC,

(iii) ip-1i(piD)) is a c.t.b. set.

Under these assumptions there exists xq G K such that £>(xo) D ^(xo) i=- 0-

PROOF. The function <p: D —* 2K is defined as follows: ip(x) = il>~1i<pix))

satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4.3 and the proof proceeds in a similar way

as the proof of Theorem 3 in [II].    D

Comparing Theorem 4.3 and Schauder's conjecture we formulate

PROBLEM 4.7. Is every compact, convex set in a real Hausdorff topological

vector space c.t.b.?

A positive answer to this question solves the problem of Schauder.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT. I am grateful to the referee for helpful comments.
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